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Abstract: In his December 2016 interview with August Hirschboeck, Joseph Latham described 
his experiences working in the restaurant industry, both as a server and in other related positions. 
He spoke first on how he got started in the industry, then on his frustrations, rewarding 
experiences, and goals for the future. Key commentary included his posits about how his gay 
identity and outwardly feminine expression play into his workplace experience, as well as his 
insights into the benefits and downfalls of being paid on a tipped wage. Hirschboeck conducted 
this interview for inclusion into the UW-Madison Oral History Program, as part of the History 
201: Historian’s Craft Oral History Project. 
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Time Keywords 

00:00:00 Start of Interview/Interviewer’s Introduction 

00:00:14 Question: How did you get to Madison? Do you like it here? Answer: Joe is  
  originally from Post Falls, Idaho and found himself struggling to make ends meet  
  while going to school in Boise. At the suggestion and with the help of friends, he  
  moved to Madison about a year ago.  



00:00:42 Question: How do you like Madison in comparison to your hometown? Answer:  
  Joe finds Madison to be a lot more socially accepting of his identity than his  
  hometown, and for this reason he enjoys living here. As an outwardly gay man  
  who grew up in a socially conservative town, he feels that Madison is a more  
  enjoyable place to live. 

00:01:43 Question: Describe your first job. Answer: Although his first experience working  
  was under-the-counter at his friend’s dad’s restaurant at age 15, Joe first legally  
  worked as a server in a high-end retirement community at age 16. Because of the  
  community’s expensive rates, many residents came from money and expected to  
  be treated a certain way. The servers were expected to dress formally and follow  
  many traditional practices when it came to serving food, such as addressing  
  residents as “sir” and “ma’am” and always serving ladies first. 

Key Moment:  Joe’s first experience working in a high-end dining facility was at an upscale 
retirement community in his hometown. 

00:03:14 Question: Aside from serving, which other jobs have you worked within food  
  service? Answer: Joe has had experience working as a dishwasher, host, expediter, 
  and line cook. Compared to serving, he says, these other jobs tend to be either  
  harder or lower-paying. He, along with most other people in the restaurant   
  industry, would prefer to be working as a server. 

00:04:10 Question: What was your first experience working in Madison? Answer: Joe  
  started working at Benvenuto’s Italian Grill shortly after getting to Madison,  
  mainly because he was searching for a job and it happened to be across the street.  
  He walked in for an interview and was hired on the spot. 

00:04:48 Question: Where do you work now? How does it compare to Benvenuto’s?  
  Answer: Joe currently works at HopCat on State Street. He notes that   
  Benvenuto’s, a regional chain, tended to have a corporate atmosphere that   
  emphasized rules and money over taking care of employees and customers.  
  HopCat, although also a regional chain, strives to be something of a “Madison  
  landmark,” and therefore places greater emphasis on creating a positive   
  experience for its customers. Another key difference between the two restaurants  
  has to do with location: Benvenuto’s draws from the Northport area, and its  
  customer base tends to be locals who are more socially conservative and less  
  financially prosperous. By contrast, HopCat tends to bring in a college crowd as  
  well as a “touristy” population who are seeking a classier atmosphere. 

00:07:34 Question: Are you paid on a tipped wage? Do you see a tipped wage as an   
  advantage or disadvantage? Answer: Although he made about $2.50 as a server,  
  Joe is currently working as an expediter, which carries a slightly higher minimum  



  wage of $5.00 but is still lower than the regular minimum wage. As for the  
  benefits and downfalls of making a tipped wage, he says it depends on the   
  location and customer base of the establishment. For example, it was a   
  disadvantage at Benvenuto’s, where the restaurant’s traffic could never be counted 
  on. Joe describes a Saturday night, typically one of the busiest and most lucrative  
  nights for a server, after which he went home with just $15. For this reason, he  
  labels a tipped wage primarily as a disadvantage. However, he goes on to say that  
  he really appreciates the opportunity to work in a job where how much money he  
  makes is directly related to how well he does. He says he thrives in that kind of  
  environment and finds it gives him motivation to do the job to the best of his  
  ability. 

Key moment:  Joe finds relying on tips to be a disadvantage because it fluctuates drastically 
based on changing restaurant traffic patterns, so he cannot depend on making a certain amount in 
any given night. 

00:10:00 Question: How does your self-expression and identity as a gay man affect your  
  pay and treatment by customers? Is this also related to the location? Answer:  
  Joe says that it has always served his interest to dress and act more “straight” than 
  he typically would, as these are the nights he has made the most tips. The goal of  
  serving is to make the customer feel comfortable, so serving socially conservative 
  customers tends to heavily affect the amount of money he makes. He lists   
  experiences of being treated coldly and rudely by customers and even being left  
  notes about how they “disagree with [his] choices,” as well as being left small tips 
  or no tip at all. Joe believes that this effect also shifts according to location: he has 
  not had comparable experiences at HopCat (downtown) to those at Benvenuto’s  
  (Northport) in this regard. 

Key moment:  Joe describes the customer’s perception of his gender presentation as being 
directly related to how much money he makes. 

00:14:16 Question: How does your identity and presentation affect your relationships with  
  coworkers and managers? Answers: In Joe’s experience, women tend to be more  
  accepting of his gender presentation than straight men, and so as a server in a  
  primarily female-populated industry, he has positive interactions with most  
  coworkers. He does describe more tension when it comes to management,   
  including being given gender-specific rules that seemed very pointed. For   
  example, he describes finding out about an online review that referenced his  
  “black nails and crazy hair” and being asked by higher-ups to change his   
  presentation in response. Though he was told it was “company policy” not to have 
  dark fingernails, he did not see any of his female coworkers being confronted  
  about it. 



00:16:30 Question: How do race and gender affect quality of work or pay for your   
  coworkers? Answer: In his experience, Joe has seen people of color almost  
  entirely confined to the back-of-the-house staff, while the front of the house tends  
  to be composed primarily of white women. He notes that during his work at the  
  front desk of a restaurant, people of color who dropped of applications tended to  
  only apply for back-of-the-house positions and wonders whether the racial  
  composition of the restaurant is based primarily on managerial choices or   
  applicant choices. 

00:18:26 Question: Assuming race and gender positioning is a managerial choice, why do  
  you think these choices are made? Answer: In terms of gender, Joe states that it is  
  a well-known fact that women make higher sales than men. For this reason, he  
  can understand why the front of the house tends to be comprised mostly of  
  women. As for race, he does not have any ideas as to why a manager might  
  structure the front of the house as disproportionately white. 

00:19:28 Question: How does the perception of your gender presentation and sexual  
  orientation by customers shift when comparing Wisconsin to Idaho? Northport to  
  downtown Madison? Answer: Joe describes feeling unsafe wearing makeup or  
  presenting in a feminine way while working in Idaho, but very comfortable doing  
  so in Madison. He says that customers in Madison are less likely to say or do  
  threatening things to him and more likely to be held accountable for it by   
  managers in the case that they do. Even within Madison, Joe says he feels more  
  accepted working downtown at HopCat. Whereas at Benvenuto’s there were some 
  customers he was unable to serve due to their outspoken disgust with his   
  presentation, HopCat has not presented the same issues. It is not only a matter of  
  how the customers feel about how he looks, Joe says, but about the environment;  
  over in Northport, customers might be more likely to say something they would  
  not say while dining downtown. 

Key moment: In Joe’s experience, Wisconsin tends to be more accepting than Idaho and 
downtown more accepting than Northport in regards to his presentation. 

00:21:40 Question: What does a typical shift look like for you? Answer: Joe shows up at  
  HopCat around 4:00 or 5:00 PM. He walks to the expo line, where he gets things  
  ready for the shift: refilling ice, preparing sauces, cleaning, restocking dishes, etc.  
  Around 5:00 or 6:00, Joe starts getting tickets that show him which items to put  
  together. On a typical weeknight, he has about 6 or 7 of these tickets at a time,  
  although it can get as high as 20 or 30 during a dinner rush. He puts together the  
  main dish, sides, and anything else that needs to go on the plate, and then puts  
  these plates on a tray and brings them to the customer’s table. He describes the  
  job as involving literal running at times in order to keep up with the work. Aside  
  from his regular work, Joe does side work such as dishwashing and cleaning. 



00:24:45 Question: Do you aim to start serving at HopCat in the future? Answer: Yes, Joe  
  wants to start serving as soon as possible. He sees expediting as a strange step  
  down in the restaurant hierarchy considering he has done nothing but serving for  
  the past three years, but thinks his extensive experience and hardworking attitude  
  make him a good candidate for promotion. 

00:25:20 Question: What are some of the worst experiences you have had in the restaurant  
  industry? Answer: Some of Joe’s worst experiences are nights when the   
  establishment is short-staffed: when someone walks out, calls in sick, or just does  
  not show up. Management already schedules employees on a minimal basis,  
  meaning that they put just enough people on the schedule to get everything done.  
  This means that missing even one person makes everyone else’s job much more  
  stressful. 

Key moment: The most frustrating experiences Joe has had as a server are the result of operating 
short-staffed. 

00:26:39 Question: How would you respond to the notion that restaurant work is unskilled  
  labor? Answer: Joe can understand the idea that certain restaurant jobs are   
  unskilled labor, such as line cooking, but he finds this idea laughable when  
  applied to serving. His response, as he says, would be to ask the person to take his 
  eight-table section and not mess it up. As Joe puts it, a server has to be doing  
  multiple things at a time and to always know what needs to be done next. They  
  also must be able to carry heavy trays, keep orders organized, and maintain  
  pleasant interactions with often rude customers the entire time. 

00:28:27 Question: What are some of the most rewarding experiences you have had in the  
  restaurant business? Answer: Joe stays in the restaurant industry because he  
  knows it is something he is good at, and has seen many people who are not.  
  Knowing he is good at this hard job is satisfying. He also enjoys having the  
  occasional “holy grail” table: receiving an extremely generous and unexpected  
  tip, often from someone who is a former server themselves. Waiting for a stroke  
  of luck such as this creates a sense of anticipation that keeps Joe, and many other  
  servers, satisfied with their work. 

00:30:23 Question: What kind of relationships have you made through serving? Answer:  
  Joe describes himself and his fellow servers as a tight-knit community, which he  
  believes is fostered by the degree to which they rely on one another during a shift. 
  He describes his fellow servers as helping him out during periods of living  
  insecurity, as well as being some of his best friends. 



00:31:25 Question: What do you like to do outside of work? What are your plans in regards 
  to school? Answer: Joe enjoys spending time with coworkers, as well as hiking,  
  running, reading, and writing. He spends a lot of time working, so he does not  
  describe himself as having any dedicated hobbies. Although he wants to go back  
  to school, it is dependent upon his financial aid package because he does not  
  otherwise earn enough to afford tuition. He hopes to start taking classes again this 
  spring. 

00:32:55 Question: What would you consider a sufficient minimum wage for someone  
  seeking to work as a server and go to school? Answer: Joe likes the policy that  
  exists in some states, such as Washington, that guarantees regular minimum wage  
  on top of tips. He finds it unfair that restaurants essentially benefit from the free  
  labor of their employees, and questions the conception that tips should function in 
  exchange for, rather than in addition to, regular wages. 

00:34:45 Question: How do you budget your money while making a low wage? Answer:  
  Joe tries to pick up shifts from coworkers when in need of money. Because money 
  fluctuates so much from night to night, he tries to leave room in his budget for a  
  night when his income ends up being lower than expected. He says food   
  budgeting is easier when working in a restaurant because employees often receive 
  a lot of free or cheap food, so the main challenge is trying to pay his bills on time. 

00:36:54 Question: Do you view the restaurant industry as part of your future? Answer:  
  Definitely not. Joe says the only way to move up from serving is towards   
  management, and he does not believe he has the right kind of personality to be a  
  manager. It requires making decisions that often hurt workers, and he cannot see  
  himself doing that. 

00:38:32 Question: Have you had to come into work sick? Answer: Yes. Joe says most  
  restaurant owners do not allow for sick days, so the choices are either to come in  
  or get a coworker to cover the shift. He believes this policy goes back to the  
  minimalistic way in which managers schedule employees, and to the   
  interdependence of a team-oriented workplace. 

00:41:00 Question: Besides denying employees sick days, are there other managerial  
  practices that hold you back from managing? Answer: Joe would have a hard time 
  keeping his work and social life separate as is required by managers. After being  
  part of a team with coworkers the entire shift, he would have a hard time not  
  being friends with them outside of work as well; however, that kind of   
  relationship between management and employees is typically frowned upon.  
  Some managers keep this distance out of elitism, but many are just limited in their 
  friendships because of company policy. 



00:44:15 Question: How do you view the restaurant industry in terms of your long-term  
  plans? Answer: Joe sees restaurant work as an in-between job, from which he can  
  work toward something else. His own goals include entering a career in social  
  work and becoming a published author. 

00: 45:52 Question: Is there anything else you would like to add? Answer: Though we  
  primarily hear the “horror stories” of the service industry, Joe sees it first as a  
  rewarding experience. 

00:46:40 End of Interview Session 

End of Oral History #xxxx


